Upgrading to PORTER NAVICOM
Upgrading an existing Porter Office Communication System to the Porter Navicom is virtually effortless. Because the Navicom is completely retrofittable, installation is as simple as replacing old wall mount stations with new ones. Contact your dental dealer for your particular cost savings for being a loyal Porter customer.

New PORTER Customers
Hardwiring the Porter Navicom is easier and less expensive than any other type of communication system. The Navicom’s unique efficient wiring (shown above) uses the least amount of wire possible, minimizing cost and the time required for installation.
The speed and convenience of a PC-based system... the quickest and most versatile dental office communication system to date

The speed and convenience of a PC-based system and the total office coverage of a traditional system

The Porter Navicom® is an innovative blend of traditional office communication hardware and practice management software. It offers all the advantages of each, with none of the limitations. Unlike anything else on the market, Navicom software enables you to both create customized text messages using your receptionist’s, office manager’s, or communications director’s computer and keyboard and send them to wall mount stations and other computers throughout the office. Without equal, this versatile communication system keeps your practice productive, profitable and professional.

...Plus the benefits of a traditional system

While conventional PC-based systems only permit you to send messages to other computers, the Navicom has the unique additional ability to generate or distribute messages to wall mount stations in operatories, sterilization areas, staff lounges, or wherever you need to keep connected.

Intelligent practice management

The breakthrough technology behind the Porter Navicom gives you complete control in a simple, cost-effective solution, empowering you to:

• Streamline communications
• Enhance practice productivity
• Devote more time to quality patient care
• Achieve new levels of office organization
• Reduce patient waiting time
• Increase patient turnaround
• Communicate without patient awareness
• Reduce stress on doctors and staff

Navicom User Interfaces

Easy to learn and easy to use, the Navicom’s on-screen and wall stations interface are your quick link to the entire practice. With the push of a button or a click of the mouse, Navicom gives you the freedom and privacy to silently:

• Receive text messages from receptionist’s PC
• Screen incoming telephone calls
• Announce the arrival of patients
• Notify personnel of telephone calls; plus the nature of the call
• Advise any or all staff members of patient status
• Alert personnel to emergencies and request aid
• Request information from receptionist
• Inform staff members of special needs

LCD Text Display (wall station)

An easy to read, 2-line blue LCD display on wall stations provides doctors and staff with discrete text messages.

Aseptic Keypad Membrane (wall station)

An aseptic membrane covering the surface of each station ensures the highest level of infection control.

Windows-Based Drop-Down Menus

Easy to learn and easy to use, the Navicom’s on-screen interface is your receptionist’s, office managers or communications director’s quick link to the entire practice.

• Identifies the discrete location for private messaging communication
• Self-diagnostic tool validates system-wide performance
• Allows receptionist, office manager or communications director to clear all messages from all stations

The PORTER NAVICOM Communications System is recommended as an important component of Best Management Practices.